
 

Query /Comment
Library club needs to be sustained and coordinated with community transport. Good that proposals have increased to 35hrs
Charlton Kings Library club mostly only viable on a Monday due to minibus. Currently on Mondays when library is closed 20ish attend (pm)
Thank you very much for your calm clear explanation. Would not protest in cuts in hours at Charlton Kings if others more deprived could get 
more
Usually use Charlton Kings but also Cheltenham for research. Glad to see extra hours have been put in to Charlton Kings. Asked how LSE and 
schools are affected and found it very helpful
Interaction with trained library staff is really important, face to face interaction. Children like to come and browse in libraries so important 
Need both IT and books. Baby bounce and rhyme is key. Use will drop of and then will be closed
I agree with comments above. Child comes to library and children’s centre. Thinks the joint LCC work is really beneficial. Charlton Kings is 
better off than any area. Concern that communities won’t have time/skills to do this. Interested in how communities will be supported – big 
community offer. Glad libraries open till 7pm
Enquiring about Charlton Kings and stock opening hours and the Week and staffing. Reassured by changes and extra opening hours
Explained about opening hour changes concern about staff being out of work. Don’t want volunteers to put people out of work, concern about 
younger peoples education
Knock on benefit to society libraries being cut, concern about degree of cuts. Library service is an investment in people. Reading a part of 
building society
Importance of computers – helping older people become used to using them
Secondly for children it about access to books and developing the reading habit
Atmosphere of the library is important.  Good for older people and children
Hesters Way Library and Youth Centre concern that volunteers can not do this work
Question about reserves
Mind at rest now that opening hours have been restored to some degree. Would have been ‘criminal’ to close after we’ve invested e.g BE. 
Asked about mobiles and what we are doing
Concerned about Hesters Way and Matson. Explained about CRL and was more satisfied
Hesters Way. Staff very knowledgeable and kept very positive and gives more than 100%
Concern about mobile libraries Hesters Way sends wrong message to the community making people second class citizens
CRL unfair that people pay  council tax twice in effect



Important role of libraries - education if this local government pushed back to national government about this role – schools ?
No comments recorded
No comments recorded
Charlton Kings library – busy all day. Libraries great and its professional librarians shouldn’t be replaced
Volunteers can’t and won’t replace library staff. Libraries are more than books. Library is the centre of the community – mental health, 
education, social place to be, free service that we can use for childcare. Internet access will be reduced
Street lighting could be switched off
Roads gritting
Hesters Way and Matson is it because are less vocal
Volunteers – library
Vacancies



Have deprivation factors been considered? Especially at Hesters Way and Matson should stay, not be disadvantaged. We are able to make a 
fuss others are not always able to. Younger and older population are not able to have more ? Social impact of changes should not be under 
estimated.
Vulnerable people use the library! Disingenuous use of government cuts to mask reduction in services. Some untruths re: budget cuts being 
circulated.
People being asked to pay twice and there is a legal challenge? Jo said we feel that this represents a comprehensive service
People in deprived areas may have poorer access to transport and second cars
Primary library service is vulnerable mobiles and Homelink are being axed
Sad state of affairs that council has to prioritise spending on offenders rather than on law abiding citizens 
Whilst we are pleased about the increase at Charlton Kings why have changes been announced this week whilst consultation process is still 
underway? You are subverting own consultation process
We would give our additional hours to Hesters Way x 8 people
Will service be reinstated in better times? Reality is not likely. 
If GDP increases and affluence returns why would you not reinstate public services?
Does Council have its own house in order? Explanation of what GCC is doing and libraries too to save money
Should try to generate more income to support service and bring more organisations together in library Council should be facilitating this not 
communities.
Amount of support being offered is too low for communities who might be interested though it has been
The areas targeted for closure appear to be those that are less than ‘true blue’
Why not put police and libraries together in the local pub? Why should school and public libraries not be merger and public have access to 
schools.
For many elderly and disadvantaged the library is the front line social service, lack of thought and imagination in linking services effectively
How was decision made to increase hours under new proposal rather than retain existing mobile service?
What professional expertise was brought to bear in deciding how to spend the additional money
 Concerned that deprived people and communities were losing out. Should be looked at seriously because they need it even more
43% on libraries too much
Why can’t we charge for libraries PLMA 1964. People in UK very privileged in terms of provision in comparison with Africa
Staff at this library are excellent
Do councillors come into libraries? Can they make decisions If they don’t know?
 



 


